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Dear Editor:
We are very grateful for the valuable comments and suggestions provided by the editor and 

reviewers. We have revised the original manuscript in accordance with these comments and 
suggestions. In the following section, itemized responses to each reviewer’s comments and further 
information on each revision are given in IJRMMS_2019_175 Response to Reviewers.

We sincerely hope that this manuscript will be suitable for publication in International 
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(Wenzhuo Cao, e-mail: w.cao15@imperial.ac.uk; Tel: +447547768287; Address: Department of 
Earth Science and Engineering, Royal School of Mines, Imperial College, London, SW7 2AZ, 
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Your sincerely,
Wenzhuo Cao



Ref: IJRMMS_2019_175
Title: Risk assessment for the cascading failure of underground pillar sections considering 
interaction between pillars
Journal: International Journal of Rock Mechanics and Mining Science

We are very grateful for the constructive comments and suggestions of the Editor-in-Chief and 
the reviewer. We have revised the original manuscript in accordance with these comments and 
suggestions. In the following sections, responses and details of the revision are given according 
to each comment. The revisions are marked in red in the manuscript.

Responses to comments from the Editor-in-Chief:

Q1: Please assign a number to each displayed equation. 

Reply: We thank the Editor-in-Chief for the suggestion. We have assigned all equations 

sequential numbers.

Q2: Please use 1.5-line spacing, indent the first line of each paragraph, and do not skip a line 

between paragraphs, but do skip a line before each new section or sub-section.

Reply: We have adjusted the paragraph format following the editorial suggestion.

Q3: The IJRMMS generally does not publish flowcharts. Please delete the flowchart.

Reply: We have deleted the flowchart and described the procedure clearly in the text.

Q4: Please do not embed the tables and figures in the text. Each table and figure should be 

uploaded as a separate file. A list of table headings and figure captions should be included at 

the end of the text file.

Reply: We are sorry for the inappropriate formatting. We have saved the figures and tables 

separately, and listed table headings and figure captions at the end of the manuscript. We will 

upload each item sequentially when submitting this time.

Q5: Please format the reference list exactly.

Reply: We have checked all the references and formatted them according to the requirement of 

the journal.



-Responses to comments from Reviewer 1

Q1: An annotated copy of the manuscript is attached. Most of the questions are included in this 

annotated copy. Although not badly written, some English editing is required and many 

suggestions are included in the annotated document.

Reply: We are very grateful to the reviewer for the elaborate review and constructive comments 

and suggestions. We have modified the manuscript referring to the reviewer’s annotations, and 

also checked the manuscript carefully to correct several grammatical mistakes and typos. 

Responses to each question are presented below.

Q2: What does the “undertake the overlying strata” mean?

Reply: We apologize for this ambiguity. We have modified it to “support the overlying strata”.

Q3: What does the “discrepancy of the pillar strength” mean?

Reply: It means the difference between the strength for different pillars. To make it clearer, we 

have modified and extended the expression in the manuscript to “the direct impact lies in the 

variation of the pillar strength, either caused by the intrinsic strength variability of a single pillar 

or the nonuniform deterioration process of pillar sections.”

Q4: Not clear in Fig. 1(b). Where is the initial stress recorded? Is it a straight line?

Reply: We thank the reviewer for the careful review. The initial stress is recorded at the 

interface between the immediate roof and pillars, and its value is the far field in-situ stress at 

the mining level. After re-checking the schematic diagram, it is believed that solid stress 

profiles for each pillar are sufficient to illustrate the change in stresses caused by the failure of 

a single pillar. Because the dashed stress profiles marked by the reviewer do not accurately 

represent the stress state between pillars, it has been decided to remove them to avoid confusion.

Q5: Is “the settlement of roof applies load on pillars” correct? Even without settlement, the 

overburden applies load to the pillars.

Reply: We agree with the reviewer that overburden applies load to pillars regardless of the 

settlement. We have re-written the sentence as “The overlying strata applies load on pillars”.

Q6: Label diagram in Fig. 2 (e.g., a, b) and revise units in some figures.

Reply: We appreciate the reviewer’s suggestion. We have added dimensions of the roof (a and 

h), height of pillars H and the in-situ stress q in Fig. 2. We have also made corrections to present 

units in Fig. 3, Fig. 4 and Fig. 8 in a proper way.



Q7: Wager first published Eq. (2). Besides, citations for Eq. (6) and Eq. (8) are missing.

Reply: We thank the reviewer for the reminder. We checked the source of Eq. (2) and 

confirmed that it was Wagner who first published it. We have supplemented the citation after 

Eq. (2) and included Wagner’s paper as a reference. We have also added corresponding 

references for Eq. (6) and Eq. (8).

Q8: What is “q” in Eq. (4)?

Reply: We have defined “q” in Eq. (1). To avoid misunderstanding, we have also labelled it in 

Fig.2.

Q9: Numerical modelling can be used to determine this. Has it been tested to confirm Poulsen’s 

linear inversion distance relationship?

Reply: Poulsen’s linear inversion distance relationship was assumed to represent the 

distribution of shed stress within the influence zone when a pillar fails. It respects the negative 

correlation between the shedding load and transferring distance. However, when there are 

multiple intact pillars within the load transfer distance, this relationship would allocate almost 

equal loads to these intact pillars.

We agree with the reviewer that numerical modelling can be used to determine the distribution 

of the shedding load after a pillar fails, and thus to test Poulsen’s linear inversion distance 

relationship. Before this work, the authors (Reference 50) have modelled the load transfer 

process for pillar failure in a room-and-pillar mine panel, and obtained the relationship between 

the shedding load and the distance to the failed pillar. The relationship obtained has been 

presented in Fig. 4 in this manuscript. The modelled result clearly shows the trend that more 

shedding load is transferred to pillars close to the failed pillar than to pillars far away. Therefore, 

we believe that the relationship obtained from the modeling is more realistic than Poulsen’s 

linear inversion distance relationship.

Q10: Why is it called a rate in “load transfer rate”?

Reply: We thank the reviewer for the question. We realized that “rate” may not be an 

appropriate word in the context. “Rate” usually refers to the speed at which a process happens, 

or the amount of change in a period. The newly defined term represents the proportion of 

transferred incremental load at a distance to the total shed load, which does not vary over time. 

To avoid confusion, we have replaced it by “load transfer proportion (LTP)”. The expression 

has been checked and modified throughout the manuscript.

Q11: It may be less for these pillar near the boundary.



Reply: We agree with the reviewer’s view that pillars near the boundary may have less load 

transfer proportion. So, we have replaced this example by “large pillars surrounded by smaller 

ones”.

Q12: The hatching is not clear in Fig. 5. If it is hatched, is it stable or not?

Reply: In this work, a two-pillar system is considered unstable when both pillars fail. The 

instability of a two-pillar system occurs only when (1) the strength of both pillars is lower than 

σ, or (2) the strength of the weak pillar is lower than σ, and that of the strong pillar is lower than 

σ + σ. The schematic drawings in Fig. 5 represent four mutually exclusive situations of the 

stability of a two-pillar system: (a) both pillars are stable under initial pillar stresses, (b1) the 

weak pillar fails, and the strong pillar is stable after load transfer, (b2) the weak pillar first fails, 

and the strong pillar subsequently fails after load transfer, and (c) both pillars fail under initial 

pillar stresses.

The hatching in Fig. 5 does not necessarily represent if a pillar is stable or not, but rather 

indicates the specific situation considered for the two-pillar system in each sub-figure. The area 

of the hatching represents the probability that this situation occurs. Each hatching has been 

marked by a label in Fig. 5 to indicate the stability of pillars. To avoid confusion, the stability 

of the weak and strong pillars was marked in red and blue, respectively. Besides, a typo has 

been corrected in the description on the situation a (Fig. 5a): “both pillars are stable under initial 

pillar stresses” instead of “both pillars fail under initial pillar stresses”.

Q13: “stability of individual pillars” and “the consequence of pillar failure” sound like the same 

thing? What is a “triggering pillar”? Need better explanation on the first paragraph of Section 

4.

Reply: We apologize for the ambiguity in this paragraph. In the revised version, we have 

differentiated the two terms by using “the cascading failure of pillar sections” and “the potential 

to trigger the cascading failure”. We have also defined a triggering pillar as “the pillar whose 

failure would induce the ‘domino failure’ of the system”.

The explanation on the calculation of the consequence of the failure of a single pillar has been 

elaborated. The consequence of the failure of a single pillar is either the cascading failure of 

pillar sections or the potential to trigger the cascading failure. The potential to trigger the 

cascading failure is quantified as the proportion of new triggering pillars to the total number of 

pillars once a single pillar fails. In this study, the consequence of the failure of a single pillar 

ranges from 0 to 1, where 0 represents that the cascading failure would not be triggered by the 

failure of any remaining pillar, and 1 indicates that the cascading failure has already occurred. 



For example, if 3 triggering pillars appear following the failure of an arbitrary pillar, the 

consequence is 3/N; if the failed pillar itself is a triggering pillar, the consequence is 1 (i.e. 

100%). Necessary explanations have been supplemented in the revised manuscript.

Q14: Is Eq. (1) valid? Does it take the effect of abutments and pillars in an irregular shape into 

account?

Reply: Eq. (1) was deduced from Winkler’s foundation theory based on a simplified roof-pillar 

system, where pillars are treated as a series of elastic elements in compression (Reference 33). 

It is a criterion applicable for the large-scale collapse, which usually involves both failure of 

roofs and pillars. In the same reference, the criterion was applied to evaluate a large-area 

collapse of a gypsum mine in 2008, China. The criterion to trigger the cascading failure 

calculated from the equation was compared against the field measurement in the practical 

mining, and it was found that it gave conservative yet reliable assessment results. Therefore, 

the criterion was considered appropriate for risk evaluation for the sake of safety.

Because effects of abutments and irregular-shaped pillars are hard to quantify, they are not 

taken into account in the criterion. In this equation, only supporting pillars are considered, so 

the criterion to trigger the catastrophic failure has been taken as the total cross-sectional area of 

supporting pillars. Nevertheless, it is believed that this criterion represents key factors 

contributing to the catastrophic failure, and that it is applicable to the practical risk assessment 

of the large-scale collapse of pillar sections. Necessary explanations have been supplemented 

in the revised manuscript.

Q15: How were the data in Tab. 2 calculated? Where is the 68% extraction ratio?

Reply: The data were extracted from the statistics presented in Reference 54. All the 

mechanical parameters were determined from laboratory test results documented in the same 

reference. The bending stiffness of roof was obtained by considering the size and elastic 

modulus of the roof and Poisson’s ratio.

In the reference, the original mine panel was grouped into several zones based on pillar 

dimensions, and the extraction ratio was calculated for each separate zone using e = 1 – Sp/Sz 

(e is the extraction ratio, Sp is the total cross sectional area of pillars, and Sz is the total area of 

the zone). Extraction ratios calculated range from 36 to 68%. The area with an extraction ratio 

of 68% (named ZNS1 in the reference) is located at the top left corner of pillar sections and 

comprises of 20 square pillars (5 m  5 m).

Q16: Why is the reduction factor 80%?



Reply: We thank the reviewer for the question. In this work, pillar strength for different W/H 

ratios was estimated from numerical uniaxial compression tests on intact rock of similar size. 

A reduction factor was further employed to account for the effect of the weathering and joints 

on weakening intact pillars. Because there was not an established quantitative relationship 

between the strength of pillars at Clamart chalk mine and intact rock of similar size, the 

reduction factor for degrading the pillar strength was assumed at the mine in this work. It is 

worth mentioning that we have carried out parametric analyses on the impact of the reduction 

factor on the final evaluation results. It was found that the evaluation results were not sensitive 

to this impact, because strength for all pillars was reduced at the same percentage. Therefore, 

we do agree that the assessment performance could be improved by using an accurate reduction 

factor as an input parameter, but we also believe that the risk assessment results in this work 

are still valid.

Q17: Whether numerical modelling would not be a better approach to simulate cascading pillar 

collapse? The paper is going to great lengths to estimate the load transfer between pillars if a 

critical pillar collapses. A discussion and investigation of the so-called "load transfer rate" is 

included and this involves some assumptions. A numerical model can deal with the load transfer 

automatically based on the assumed constitutive code and seems a more elegant method. The 

preferred approach is therefore to get the actual mechanics of the pillar collapse right and let 

the numerical technique deal with the stress redistribution. The various pillars can also be 

assigned different strengths according to some distribution in the numerical model. It is 

therefore recommended that the authors include a paragraph(s) to compare this technique with 

numeral modelling and explain what are the advantages of the approach in the paper compared 

to numerical modelling.

Reply: Great thanks to the reviewer’s constructive suggestion. To compare the proposed risk 

assessment method and numerical simulation, evaluation was conducted on a domino pillar 

failure case using the proposed method, and evaluation results were compared to numerical 

simulation results documented in literature. Evaluation results by the two methods matched 

well, which suggested that the proposed risk assessment method is capable of representing the 

collapse process and estimating the failure sequence of pillars. A paragraph including necessary 

background information and descriptions of the comparison has been added in Section 4.

We agree that numerical models implemented with an appropriate constitutive model could 

achieve reliable assessment result, and that numerical models can be a necessary complement 

to the method proposed in this work. Nevertheless, we believe that the method proposed for the 

assessment of pillar section stability has several advantages over the conventional numerical 

simulation:



(1) The risk assessment method is much less computationally expensive than numerical 

simulation, owing to the simplification of the load transfer process between pillars. In 

comparison, it requires abundant computational power and calculation time to run a 3D 

numerical model representing a large-scale panel with pillar sections.

(2) The method proposed is more realistic and applicable for the practical risk assessment for 

pillar sections in that it accounts for the variability of pillar strength and provides a 

probabilistic perspective on the risk assessment analysis. In contrast, a single numerical 

model run only gives deterministic results for a specific set of pillar strength. A 

comprehensive evaluation of the reliability of pillar sections based on numerical simulation 

would demand a substantial number of model runs to represent the uncertainly in the pillar 

strength.

(3) The application of this method contributes to a better understanding towards the mechanism 

of collapses of pillar sections, by means of revealing key influencing factors and 

quantifying their effects. In this sense, results obtained using this method can provide 

guidance on designating numerical modeling cases and interpreting modeling results.

We have inserted a new paragraph at the end of Section 4 to explain the advantages of the 

approach proposed in this work over the numerical modelling.
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9 Abstract: The cascading failure of underground pillar sections poses a risk to miners and 

10 surface structures. Assessing the risk of underground mining panels contributes to the 

11 prevention and control of the catastrophic failure. To resolve the challenge in quantifying the 

12 effect of failure of a single pillar on the risk of an entire pillar section, a new risk assessment 

13 model incorporating the stability of individual pillars and the load transfer between pillars was 

14 proposed to investigate the cascading failure of pillar sections. The load transfer process from 

15 failed pillars to adjacent ones was effectively quantified by the relationship between transferred 

16 incremental load and transferring distance. The influence of uncertainties of pillar strength, 

17 caused either by intrinsic strength variability of a single pillar (quantified by coefficient of 

18 variation COV) or the non-uniform deterioration process of pillar sections (quantified by 

19 correlation coefficient ), was investigated on the probability of cascading failure. Risk 

20 mapping was also performed on two representative historical collapsed pillar sections using the 

21 risk evaluation method proposed to illustrate the risk level of each pillar to trigger cascading 

22 failure. The proposed model could represent realistic load transfer process and provide reliable 

23 risk assessment results for pillar sections. The results showed that the reliability of pillar 

24 sections is significantly influenced by both intrinsic variability in pillar strength and 

25 intercorrelation of strength between pillars. The probability of cascading failure increases with 

26 increasing COV, which verifies that geological uncertainties increase the risk of collapse in 

27 pillar sections. The impact of COV on probability gradually decreases to negligible levels as  

28 increases to 1, which means that the synchronous variation of pillar strength among a pillar 



29 section can significantly compensate for the impact of COV. The proposed approach provides 

30 a distinct perspective on understanding sudden failure of high-risk pillars and contributing to 

31 the risk control for abandoned pillar sections.

32 Key words: Risk assessment; pillar sections; reliability analysis; load transfer. 

33



34 1 Introduction

35 The widespread application of the roof and pillar mining method has led to abundant 

36 mined-out, but not backfilled underground spaces in thousands of mines over the past century. 

37 The remnant pillar sections in mined-out area support the overlying strata. However, the 

38 strength reduction of pillars as a result of weathering, groundwater softening and stress 

39 disturbances1-5 could easily trigger local failure or even widespread failure of pillar sections in 

40 a short time.6 Geohazards caused by the failure of pillar sections and large-area subsidence of 

41 ground threatens human life and causes environmental pollution and economical losses around 

42 the world.6, 7 Table 1 illustrates typical catastrophes caused by large-area collapses of 

43 underground pillar sections around the world during the past decades. The unfavorable situation 

44 of high extraction ratio and slender pillars (low width to height ratio) contribute to most of the 

45 disasters. In 2016, a document released by the Chinese State Council stated that all mines must 

46 eliminate potential problems and threats of underground mined-out areas by the end of 2018. 

47 A preliminary risk assessment of these high-risk mines is essential for further research and 

48 conducive to the rehabilitation of hazardous areas.

49 Research focusing on the stability of a single pillar has been extensively conducted in past 

50 decades.8 Many empirical formulas have been proposed to evaluate the pillar strength,9, 10 

51 whereby the approximate pillar stress is usually estimated by using tributary area theory or the 

52 pressure arch theory.11 The approach of reliability analysis is usually used for the stability 

53 assessment of a single pillar and the determination of the pillar size based on the factor of safety 

54 (FOS). However, this approach has hardly been applied on assessing the stability of pillar 

55 sections due to the interaction between pillars, i.e. the load transfer from failed pillars to 

56 adjacent ones.12 Therefore, an astonishing phenomenon occurs frequently that pillars with a 

57 FOS over 3 or even a high value fail without any precursor.13 Sometimes the failure of a single 

58 pillar or pillar sections within a local range triggers a large-area collapse of panel roof 

59 accompanied by large ground subsidence, which is termed cascading failure or domino 

60 failure.14 Several endeavors have been made on analyzing the stability of pillar sections and 

61 assessing the risk of cascading failure of pillar sections. Wang et al.15 established a roof-pillar 

62 system to predict the stability of the stratum while the interaction between pillars was not 



63 considered. Ma et al.16 utilized the Voronoi graph method to calculate the pillar strength and 

64 stresses applied on irregular pillars, but the proposed redistribution of tributary area stress 

65 underestimated the stress on near-field pillars within the load transfer range.17 Numerical 

66 modeling of the failure process of pillars and associated load transfer greatly contributed to the 

67 reliability analysis.18-20 A promising approach for assessing the subsidence risk proposed by 

68 Poulsen21 incorporates the load transfer distance (LTD) and transferred load. However, the 

69 transferred stress from failed pillars would be allocated almost evenly to adjacent pillars within 

70 the LTD if multiple intact pillars are involved, regardless of sizes and locations of pillars and 

71 mechanical properties of the overlying strata.

72 For practical underground mining engineering, geological parameters have significant 

73 influences on the stability of pillar sections and need to be considered.22 The direct impact lies 

74 in the variation of the pillar strength, either caused by the intrinsic strength variability of a 

75 single pillar or the non-uniform deterioration process of pillar sections. The uncertainties of the 

76 mining environment make it necessary to perform probability and reliability analysis on the 

77 underground pillars. In spite of the fact that different failure modes may give rise to various 

78 results of failure probability and reliability,23 the probability distribution of pillar strength is 

79 usually the predominant factor contributing to the final regional stability.24 When considering 

80 additional factors, such as joints, faults, water softening and weathering, it is difficult to 

81 determine the limit equilibrium state or stability of a pillar section.25 The estimated error also 

82 increases when multiple variables are involved in the calculation. Therefore, a number of 

83 machine learning algorithms, such as logistic regression model,26, 27 support vector machine 

84 classification (SVC),28 J48 model29 and Artificial Neural Network (ANN),30 were employed to 

85 analyze and predict the underground pillar stability. However, the application of 

86 aforementioned algorithms is still of limited use because: 1) the current applied supervised 

87 classification methods strongly depend on the reliability of the collected training datasets,31 

88 consequently the various geological conditions will certainly introduce unexpected results; and 

89 2) the results from classification only predict whether the pillar is stable or not, while no 

90 measure of uncertainty for the evaluation is provided.32 Moreover, most researchers focused on 

91 the stability evaluation of a single pillar, while the influence of interaction between pillars on 



92 the reliability of underground pillar sections was overlooked. As such, approaches combining 

93 stress and failure analysis and statistical evaluation of geological uncertainties appear to be 

94 more promising in risk assessment for underground pillar sections.33 

95 Considering the complex problem of various pillar sizes and geological uncertainties, a 

96 novel risk assessment methodology for underground pillar sections was proposed in this study. 

97 A criterion based on cross sectional area of supporting pillars was used to evaluate cascading 

98 failure.15 The stability evaluation was first performed to obtain the stress, strength and FOS of 

99 each single pillar, depending on its corresponding tributary area segmented using the Voronoi 

100 graph method. Then, the load transfer between pillars was quantized by the established theory 

101 of load transfer proportion (LTP). To investigate the impact of geological uncertainties, the 

102 reliability of pillar sections was comprehensively analyzed considering both the intrinsic 

103 variability of a single pillar and non-uniform deterioration process of pillar sections. The risk 

104 of cascading failure of pillar sections was evaluated by the product of the probability of 

105 individual pillar failure and its corresponding consequence. Based on the contribution of each 

106 individual pillar to the total risk, a quantitative risk assessment was conducted for pillar sections 

107 in two examples of pillar collapses.

108

109 2 Cascading failure of pillar sections

110 There are two prominent failure patterns for the underground roof-pillar system: local 

111 collapse of the immediate roof and massive failure of the overlying strata. The local buckling 

112 pattern mainly happens for cases with stable pillars with a weak immediate roof. In contrast, 

113 the large-area collapse of overlying strata is associated with massive failure along the 

114 boundaries of the exposed mining panel.44 The failure of any wfdyeak pillars brings about the 

115 redistribution of stress to adjacent pillars. Some failed pillars may induce others to lose support 

116 capacity, or even a large-area collapse of the entire panel in a very short time. This type of 

117 violent phenomenon is termed a cascading pillar failure. 

118 Fig. 1 shows the cascading failure process of pillar sections as well as the load transfer 

119 between pillars. For the initial stable conditions, all mine pillars and barrier pillars jointly 



120 support the overlying strata. The stresses on different mine pillars are roughly identical except 

121 that those on pillars close to barrier pillars are relatively small due to the pressure arch effect. 

122 If an arbitrary mine pillar fails, the load originally borne by the failed pillar is transferred to 

123 adjacent pillars, which results in residual stress on the failed pillar and non-uniformly 

124 distributed incremental stresses on other pillars. Once the stress of the affected pillar exceeds 

125 its bearing capacity, further failure and load transfer would occur. The pillar sections gradually 

126 lose supporting capacity when the mined-out area approximates a critical value15 and cracks 

127 emerge in the roof near the ground surface. Subsequently, mixed shear and tensile fractures 

128 extend along the obliquely upward direction from barrier pillars, which further weakens the 

129 roof. Once the fractures coalesce, a rapid subsidence of the overlying roof occurs and the stress 

130 on barrier pillars reduce to a low level as the macro fracture of roof dissipates the stored elastic 

131 energy. Under this circumstance, the collapsed overlying strata remains almost intact with few 

132 tensile fractures within the roof,45 while the pillar sections below are crushed under high 

133 compression with a sudden subsidence of strata. Considering the catastrophic consequence of 

134 the large-area collapses, the risk assessment of cascading failure was considered in this study.

135 In mined-out areas, the roof and pillar sections usually go through concurrent deformation 

136 under vertical overburden. The overlying strata applies load on pillars, while the pillars provide 

137 a reaction force on the roof to retard further settlement. As investigated by Wang et al.,34 when 

138 the subsidence exceeds a critical value relevant to the size and mechanical parameters of the 

139 overlying roof, the massive failure along the boundaries of strata suddenly occurs, accompanied 

140 by large ground settlement. By simplifying the roof-pillar system (shown in Fig. 2) according 

141 to Winkler’s foundation theory,34 the failure criterion of overlying roof can be written as an 

142 analytical expression associated with the total cross sectional area A of supporting pillars:
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143 where q is the in-situ stress, a, b, , h and D denote the length, width, Poisson’s ratio, thickness 

144 and bending stiffness of the immediate roof, and H and Ep represent the height and elastic 

145 modulus of pillars. This criterion represents key factors contributing to the catastrophic failure, 

146 and it is applicable to the practical risk assessment of the large-scale collapse of pillar sections. 



147 The failure criterion was applied to evaluate a large-area collapse of a gypsum mine in 2008, 

148 China, and conservative yet reliable assessment results were obtained when compared against 

149 the field measurement in the practical mining.34 Eq.(1) will be utilized as the criterion for 

150 cascading failure in the risk assessment in this work.

151

152 3 Framework for the reliability of pillar sections

153 3.1 Failure of an individual pillar

154 The stability of an individual pillar depends on the pillar strength and the stress applied on 

155 the pillar. As a start, the pillar strength is assumed to be simply correlated with the pillar size. 

156 The effective width for an irregular pillar can be given by:11, 46
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157 where Ap and Cp are the area and perimeter of the individual pillar, respectively. 

158 The strength of the irregular pillar is expressed as:47 
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159 where 0 is the pillar strength of a reference sample of height H0 and a square cross section with 

160 side length W0, and  and  are constants. The strength of the sample can be obtained from in 

161 situ tests, laboratory test or numerical modeling. 

162 The tributary area theory has been widely adopted in estimating pillar loads in 

163 underground mining panels. As for the irregular pillars, especially those involving several 

164 pillars having large differences in size, the pillar load is estimated as: 

V

p

qA
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  (4)

165 where Ap is the cross sectional area of the pillar, and AV is its corresponding tributary area, 

166 which can be determined by the Voronoi diagram16 or other segmentation approaches.



167 Consequently, the factor of safety for a single pillar is given by:

pFOS



 (5)

168 Besides the impact of pillar size, geological conditions also affect the pillar strength to a 

169 large extent, and the pillar strength varies even for pillars of the same size. It is difficult to 

170 conduct an elaborate survey on the properties of every pillar. As an alternative, several 

171 commonly used distributions were reported to approximately represent the distribution of pillar 

172 strength.21, 22, 48 Those distributions are typically characterized by two parameters, namely the 

173 mean value  and the coefficient of variation (COV). The latter, defined as the ratio of the 

174 standard deviation  to the mean , is a standardized measure of dispersion of a probability 

175 distribution. Three common probability density functions are shown in Fig. 3. The normal 

176 distribution function, which is the most general form, is limited in practical use as it introduces 

177 unrealistic negative values to parameters. The truncated normal distribution is usually adopted 

178 instead, especially when several geological parameters are specified. However, the upper and 

179 lower bounds are subjectively selected, which may have a significant impact on the results. In 

180 this study, the distribution of pillar strength is assumed to be lognormal because most of the 

181 geological uncertainties can be described by a lognormal distribution with no negative values.49 

182 In general, the pillar will fail if it cannot sufficiently support the tributary area. The 

183 following function can be adopted to determine the probability that a single pillar fails:49
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(6)

184 where pi and i are the strength and stress of the ith pillar,  and  are the mean and standard 

185 deviation of pillar strength, and  is the cumulative standard normal distribution function.



186

187 3.2 Interaction between pillars

188 In view of different strength of pillars in underground panels, strong pillars will carry the 

189 transferred load in the event of the failure of weak pillars. The amount of stress transferred 

190 decreases with increasing W/H ratio of the failed pillar.50 However, the stress imposed on every 

191 intact pillar remains unclear. Poulsen21 assumed a linear inverse distance relationship for the 

192 stress redistribution within the influenced zone. However, this relationship would allocate 

193 almost equal loads transferred from a failed pillar to intact pillars within the load transfer 

194 distance, when multiple intact pillars are involved. In fact, the transferred incremental load  

195 on each pillar varies as the distance d between the failed and bearing pillar increases, which is 

196 given by:

  shedf d   (7)

197 where the function f(d), termed load transfer proportion (LTP), is the proportion of transferred 

198 incremental load at a distance d to the total shed load, and shed is the shed stress from the failed 

199 pillar. For a failed pillar with W/H < 3, the residual strength can be approximated as around 

200 20% of the compression strength, while the remaining 80% is transferred to other pillars.21 

201 For a large system with complex distributed sub-systems, such as a pillar section 

202 consisting of pillars having different sizes or heterogeneous mechanical parameters, the 

203 proportion of load transfer varies slightly for each pillar. The difference of load transfer 

204 proportion may increase dramatically for some large or specially-located pillars, such as large 

205 pillars surrounded by smaller ones. In underground mines, the pillar located at the geometry 

206 centroid of pillar sections is usually allocated more incremental load compared with those 

207 having the same size and parameters at other locations. Accordingly, the stress transferred from 

208 the failure of central pillars is more prominent than for others. From a safety point of view, the 

209 LTP of the central pillar is considered in subsequent risk assessment to achieve comparatively 

210 conservative results. 

211 A series of numerical studies conducted by Zhou51 showed that the LTP is associated with 

212 various factors such as W/H ratio, extraction ratio, roof stiffness, pillar stiffness, etc., which 



213 depend on specific geological conditions. The first two, which are closely associated with 

214 localized mining conditions, are the two dominant parameters. Fig. 4 presents the evolution of 

215 LTP under different W/H ratios and extraction ratios. The curves generally manifest strong 

216 nonlinear character, with high values in short transferring distances. Prominent differences exist 

217 for LTP within a short distance in different situations, while there are only marginal differences 

218 in the far field. It is noted that a larger share of transferred load from a failed pillar are 

219 concentrated in adjacent pillars in high W/H ratio or low extraction ratio conditions, as opposed 

220 to a greater proportion being transferred to the far field in low W/H ratio or high extraction ratio 

221 conditions.

222

223 3.3 Failure in a multi-panel system

224 Because of the presence of load transfer between pillars, the evaluation of reliability of 

225 multiple pillars is more complicated than that of a single pillar. Zhou et al.12 have 

226 experimentally and numerically investigated the bearing mechanism of a double pillar system. 

227 The bearing capacity of the pillar-roof system has a strong relationship between the strength of 

228 the weak pillar and the transferring distance. Fig. 5 presents the stability of a double pillar 

229 system when considering both uncertainties in pillar strength and interactions between pillars. 

230 Assume the system comprises of a weak and a strong pillar of strength of  and , respectively 

231 ( < ), and it carries a stress . pI or pII denotes the probability that the weak or strong pillar 

232 fails under the initial pillar stress (), and pII is the probability that the strong pillar fails under 

233 incremental stress (  ) conditions. The stability of the system can be classified into several 

234 possible situations based on the failure criterion for a single pillar:

235 (a)     >  : both pillars are stable under initial pillar stresses, and the probability is p = 1 - 

236 pI;

237 (b)     > : the weak pillar fails while the strong one is stable under initial pillar stresses, 

238 and the probability is p = pI (1 - pII). Depending on the load transfer from the failed weak 

239 pillar to the strong one, this situation can be further classified into two situations:

240 (b1)    < : the strong pillar is stable after load transfer, and the probability is p = pI 

241 (1 - pII);



242 (b2)     : the strong pillar fails after load transfer, and the probability is p = pI (pII 

243 - pII);

244 (c)  >   : both pillars fail under initial pillar stresses, and the probability is p = pIpII.

245 The situation would be extremely complex when evaluating stability of multiple pillars. 

246 Besides the complex load transfer process involved, the intercorrelation between pillars needs 

247 to be considered. Mechanical parameters of rock masses within a local region usually manifest 

248 self-similarities because the physical impact of external environment on different pillars in a 

249 certain region is consistent.47 However, intense heterogeneity manifests in strength of 

250 underground pillars over a wide area due to the heterogenous degradation of pillars from the 

251 long-term weathering, groundwater invasion and other artificial disturbances. This 

252 asynchronous variation may induce the sharp deterioration of a small proportion of pillars, 

253 which further gives rise to the increasing amount of shedding load and thus increasing 

254 vulnerability of the system. The correlation coefficient , a statistical measure that calculates 

255 the strength of the relationship between the relative variation of two variables, can be introduced 

256 to describe the uneven variation among different pillars.52 The correlation coefficient  is 

257 defined as the covariance of the two variables divided by the product of their standard 

258 deviations, and has a value in the range [-1, 1]. In this study, only non-negative values apply 

259 for the process of deterioration, where 0 denotes no synchrony of change of pillar strength, and 

260 1 stands for synchronous change in pillar strength. Given that the strength of an individual pillar 

261 follows a lognormal distribution, the covariance matrix C of the strength of N pillars is given 

262 by: 

263
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264 where  represents the corresponding standard deviation.

265 The joint probability density function f(p) of the strength of N pillars can be written as:49
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266 where lnp and lnp
 are vectors of (lnp1, lnp2, …, lnpN) and (lnp1

, lnp2
, …, lnpN

), 

267 respectively. 

268 The risk of cascading failure of the pillar section is given by:

    ... dC

N

P C f   p p pσ σ σ (9)

269 where C(p) is the consequence induced by the cascading failure after the load shedding from 

270 any failed pillar (according to Eq.(1)), i.e., .  0
1

stable
C

failed


 


pσ

271

272 4. Risk assessment for pillar sections

273 In a multi-pillar system, a pillar whose failure would induce the ‘domino failure’18 of pillar 

274 sections is termed a triggering pillar. The risk assessment of pillars should quantify the 

275 consequence of the failure of a single pillar, which can either be the cascading failure of pillar 

276 sections or the potential to trigger the cascading failure. The potential to trigger the cascading 

277 failure is quantified as the proportion of new triggering pillars to the total number of pillars 

278 once a single pillar fails. In this study, the consequence of the failure of a single pillar ranges 

279 from 0 to 1, where 0 represents that the cascading failure would not be triggered by the failure 

280 of any remaining pillar, and 1 indicates that the cascading failure has already occurred. For 

281 example, if 3 triggering pillars appear following the failure of an arbitrary pillar, the 

282 consequence is 3/N; if the failed pillar itself is a triggering pillar, the consequence is 1 (i.e. 

283 100%). The risk of cascading failure of the pillar section can be given by the summation of risk 

284 of each pillar:



1

N

fi i
i

R P C


  (10)

285 where Pfi is the probability that the ith pillar is unstable, and Ci is the corresponding 

286 consequence. 

287 The risk indicator above can be interpreted as the proportion of total potential triggering 

288 pillars for cascading failure in the pillar section. Due to the lack of statistical data in many mines, 

289 the classification of the risk indicators above may be difficult. Therefore, the contribution of 

290 each pillar to cascading failure of the pillar section is normalized for risk assessment:

fi i
i

P C
R

  (11)

291 Pillars having larger contribution to the risk of the pillar section can be estimated to have 

292 relatively higher risk levels compared with others. Since the contribution i is relevant to both 

293 the probability of the failure of a single pillar and its disastrous consequence, a pillar prone to 

294 failure (high risk) may have little impact on the stability of the entire pillar section, while the 

295 failure of a more failure-resistant pillar (low risk) may give rise to cascading failure destroying 

296 the entire underground panel. 

297 A procedure has been proposed to determine the stability of a pillar section and potential 

298 triggering pillars. In the procedure, the problem of pillar section stability is considered using 

299 the alternative path method, which is a robust design method widely adopted in evaluating the 

300 system response triggered by sudden failure of a sub-system.53, 54 Specifically, the response of 

301 the whole system when an arbitrary component fails under initial load can be regarded as 

302 equivalent as that when the component is removed and subsequently load is applied. As such, 

303 an arbitrary pillar can be assumed to fail as a start of the potential cascading failure. The 

304 procedure is summarized as follows:

305 Step 1: The pillar strength p (Eq.(3)), stress  applied on each pillar (Eq.(4)) and the centroid 

306 of each pillar are determined initially. Pillar  is assumed to fail to introduce stress perturbation 

307 to the pillar system.

308 Step 2: Pillar loads within the transferring distance around the failed pillar are updated by 



309 adding incremental bearing loads obtained from Eq.(7), where d is the distance between 

310 centroids of failed and bearing pillars.

311 Step 3: The stability of each pillar is examined based on its corresponding FOS. If any pillar 

312 with a FOS < 1 is identified in the pillar section, Steps 2 and 3 are repeated until there are no 

313 pillars with a FOS < 1 in remaining pillars. If no, go to step 4 directly.

314 Step 4: The area Am of remaining pillars is calculated. The pillar section is considered as stable 

315 if Am is greater than the critical area decided by Eq.(1); otherwise the cascading failure is 

316 considered to occur, where the pillar  is the triggering pillar.

317 To validate the proposed risk assessment method, reliability evaluation on a pillar section 

318 in Fetr6 Chromite Mine, Iran was conducted using the proposed method, and results were 

319 compared to previous results obtained using the tributary area method and numerical 

320 simulation.18 Domino failure of pillars destructing an area of 4,000 m2 occurred in the mine, 

321 and it was recorded that pillar 19 was the first failed pillar in the mine followed by pillars 17, 

322 18 and 16 progressively (see Fig. 6). In the evaluation using the three different evaluation 

323 methods, the four pillars were artificially removed to trigger the cascading failure. Evaluation 

324 results by the proposed method showed that the next two failed pillars are pillars 5 and 8, which 

325 is consistent with evaluation results by the other two methods.18 Therefore, the proposed 

326 method is believed to reasonably represent the collapse process and estimate the failure 

327 sequence of pillars.

328 The method proposed for the assessment of pillar section stability has several advantages 

329 over the conventional numerical simulation. First, the risk assessment method is much less 

330 computationally expensive than numerical simulation, owing to the simplification of the load 

331 transfer process between pillars. Though numerical models implemented with an appropriate 

332 constitutive model could achieve reliable assessment result, it requires abundant computational 

333 power and calculation time to run a 3D numerical model representing a large-scale panel with 

334 pillar sections. Second, the method proposed is more realistic and applicable for the practical 

335 risk assessment for pillar sections in that it accounts for the variability of pillar strength and 

336 provides a probabilistic perspective on the risk assessment analysis. In contrast, a single 

337 numerical model run only gives deterministic results for a specific set of pillar strength. A 



338 comprehensive evaluation of the reliability of pillar sections based on numerical simulation 

339 would demand a substantial number of model runs to represent the uncertainly in the pillar 

340 strength. Third, the application of this method contributes to a better understanding towards the 

341 mechanism of collapses of pillar sections, by means of revealing key influencing factors and 

342 quantifying their effects. In this sense, results obtained using this method can provide guidance 

343 on designating numerical modeling cases and interpreting modeling results.

344

345 5 Application of the method to two historical collapses

346 In this section, the proposed method for risk assessment was applied to two historical 

347 collapses, i.e., a massive pillar collapse at Clamart chalk mine and a regional collapse in panels 

348 at West Virginia coal mine. The overlying strata collapsed in both cases. Reliability analysis 

349 was first conducted for pillar sections in the massive collapse accident, which identified the 

350 worst-case scenario (characterized by COV and ) for the pillar sections. Risk mapping in the 

351 worst-case scenario was subsequently performed for the two cases. The pillars evaluated as 

352 “under high risk” were compared against observed collapsed regions.

353

354 5.1 Parameters acquisition 

355 A catastrophic collapse occurred at the abandoned underground Clamart chalk mine55 in 

356 1961. The layout of the underground panel is shown in Fig. 7(a). The general parameters of 

357 Clamart chalk mine are presented in Table 2. The room and pillar mining method was adopted 

358 to protect the ground surface before the abandonment of the mine. Two seismographic reports 

359 showed that two large-collapse accidents occurred within half an hour, causing a subsidence of 

360 up to 6 m and a collapsed area of over 90% of the total area of the panel.

361 To obtain the approximate relationship between pillar strength and effective width, 

362 numerical uniaxial compression tests based on the finite element method (FEM) were 

363 conducted on a section of regular-shaped pillars of 7 m height and a range of effective widths 

364 varying from 3 to 16 m. The Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion was used, and the post-failure 



365 plastic yielding behavior of the material was represented using a strain softening model, where 

366 the friction angle and the cohesion were adapted to weaken the material following a proposed 

367 piecewise linear function.56 The input mechanical parameters used were taken from laboratory 

368 experimental results on the same type of rock.55 The bottom boundary of the blocks was fixed, 

369 and a vertical load was applied on the top boundary until the blocks fail. The strength of those 

370 regular-shaped pillars obtained was used as reference to obtain the pillar strength of irregular-

371 shaped pillars according to Eq.(3).

372 The original layout of pillar sections and the tributary area of each pillar divided using the 

373 Voronoi diagram are shown in Fig. 7(b). Because the panel border is usually irregular curved, 

374 the tributary areas of pillars near the panel border are usually larger than other pillars having 

375 the same size in the Voronoi diagram, which results in higher stresses being imposed on them. 

376 However, the pillars near panel border are more stable than central pillars in the field because 

377 wide boundary pillars share a large proportion of loads. To avoid this error, pillars near the 

378 border were removed, leaving 118 pillars in the final Voronoi diagram. In addition, reports 

379 recorded that pillars in the northwestern part had been reinforced, so the strength of a few pillars 

380 in that zone were increased in this model to better match the results.

381

382 5.2 Determination of load transfer proportion

383 The load transfer proportion (LTP) dominates the interaction of pillars. Since it is quite a 

384 challenging work to obtain the LTP of each pillar in the field, the performance of load transfer 

385 in pillar sections was investigated using the linear elastic FEM method. A numerical model was 

386 constructed to represent the underground panel, the floor and the overlying strata at the mine. 

387 The panel was on the top of a 20 m thick floor and had a thickness of 7 m. The panel was further 

388 overlain by a 40 m thick roof, which results in a vertical load of 0.64 MPa at the panel depth. 

389 To reduce the computing effort, a quarter symmetry of the panel comprising of a regular array 

390 of 9 × 9 pillars (as shown in Fig. 8) was adopted in the simulation.11 Pillar widths were varied 

391 from 5 m, 8 m to 10 m, corresponding to extraction ratios of 65.4%, 64.9% and 55.6%, 

392 respectively. 



393 The model was first run to establish the initial stress conditions in pillar sections. 

394 Following the alternative path method, the central pillar was removed, and redistributed stresses 

395 applied on other pillars were recalculated as well as the corresponding LTP according to Eq.(7). 

396 The load transfer after pillar failure and potential progressive/cascading failure was then 

397 simulated. The volume stress, i.e., the average stress over all elements of a pillar, was used as 

398 the representative stress on each pillar.

399 Fig. 9 shows the mean and piecewise fitting curves of accumulative LTP, which was 

400 normalized by the total shedding load. Obviously, there is a maximum distance beyond which 

401 the accumulative LTP reaches a plateau. Abel57 introduced the critical distance as load transfer 

402 distance (LTD). The load can be transferred within the distance, while any disturbance on 

403 pillars outside the distance is neglected. The accumulative LTPs for the three sections are very 

404 close in trend though the curve for the section with 5 m pillar width is lower. It can be deduced 

405 that the accumulative LTP is insensitive to the variation in pillar size. As such, the mean 

406 accumulative curve of the three pillar sections was obtained and used for reliability analysis 

407 later. Due to the uncertainty of pillar number within a certain distance, the accumulative curve 

408 was piecewise fitted, where the shedding load is evenly allocated on pillars within each 

409 segmented section.21

410

411 5.3 Reliability analysis 

412 Owing to the existence of possibly failed pillars and the lack of the explicit limit 

413 equilibrium function of the cascading failure (as determined in Section 4), traditional methods 

414 for reliability analysis such as First Order Reliability Method (FORM) cannot be directly 

415 applied to obtain the reliability. In this study, the Monte-Carlo simulation (MCS) was adopted 

416 to calculate the probability of cascading failure of pillar sections. Given a probability of failure 

417 p, the results obtained using MCS are generally assumed to be accurate when the COV (i.e., 

418 ) is less than 10%.58 Thus the accuracy of results obtained for p =0.01 can be 
1

MCS

p
N p



419 guaranteed when the sampled number NMCS is no less than 10,000.



420 Uncertainties in pillar strength, caused either by intrinsic variability of a single pillar 

421 (quantified by COV) or non-uniform deterioration process of pillar sections (quantified by ), 

422 were investigated in the evaluation. Pillar strength for different W/H ratios obtained from 

423 numerical uniaxial compression tests was used as reference for the mean strength of pillars of 

424 similar size. In addition, a reduction factor of 80% was applied to the mean pillar strength to 

425 account for the weakening of pillar strength due to long-term deterioration in the field. The 

426 COV of strength of each pillar was regarded as equal, ranging from 0.1~0.5. The correlation 

427 coefficient  between pillars was set between 0 and 1 with an increment of 0.1, where 0 

428 represents mutually independent pillar strength and 1 represents synchronous degradation of 

429 pillar strength. Furthermore, to illustrate the impact of the interaction between pillars on results 

430 of the assessment and its practical implication, simulations were performed for both scenarios 

431 where the stress transfer after failure of pillars is and is not considered.

432 As shown in Fig. 10, the differences of probabilities with and without considering the 

433 interaction between pillars vary greatly with increasing COV. When the error of MCS by 

434 10,000 times is neglected, the probabilities without considering the interaction between pillars 

435 are almost 0 under all conditions since the selected mean strength for each pillar is relatively 

436 large. It is noted that after load shedding between pillars, the probability of failure increases 

437 rapidly and approaches 1 under a COV of 0.5. It indicates that the reliability estimation of pillar 

438 sections without considering interaction between pillars significantly underestimates the risk.

439 Fig. 11 presents the histogram of number of failed pillars in the 10,000 realizations when 

440 COV = 0.3. There are less than 8 failed pillars (FOS < 1) in over 99% of realizations, which is 

441 tolerable in the field. However, once the load transfer from failed pillars to adjacent ones, those 

442 pillars under critical stress states would easily fail, and the load shedding from secondary failed 

443 pillars would subsequently propagate over a larger area, causing cascading failure of pillar 

444 sections. Therefore, the interaction between pillars is essential when assessing the reliability of 

445 underground pillar sections.

446 Fig. 12 shows the dramatic variation of the probability of cascading failure under different 

447 conditions. When the pillar strength is mutually independent ( = 0), the probability of 

448 cascading failure increases as the COV increases. The probability increases from below 0.1 for 



449 a COV of 0.1 or 0.2, to over 0.5 for a COV over 0.3, and an extreme high value over 0.95 for a 

450 COV of 0.5. This can be strongly supported by the engineering practice that the addition of 

451 uncertain factors is bound to introduce more risk. An interesting discovery is that the probability 

452 of cascading failure sharply drops with the increase of , converging to a value close to 0, 

453 regardless of the COV of pillar strength. This indicates that the influence of intrinsic variability 

454 of pillar strength is significantly compensated for pillar sections with a synchronous 

455 deterioration of pillar strength.

456

457 5.4 Risk mapping at Clamart chalk mine - massive collapse

458 The preliminary risk assessment evaluated the reliability of the entire pillar section. To 

459 further investigate the risk level of each pillar, potential pillars having a high risk of triggering 

460 cascading failure were identified. This was done for the worst-case scenario described in 

461 Section 5.3, where pillar strength is considered as mutually independent ( = 0), and only 

462 described by a log-normal distribution with a mean value of 80% of the respective initial 

463 strength and a COV of 0.5. To investigate the impact of uncertainties on the risk level of each 

464 pillar, risk mapping on the same pillar section for a COV of 0.1 was also performed for 

465 comparison. As discussed in Section 4, the probability and consequence of the failure of each 

466 individual pillar were assessed at first, followed by the evaluation of the risk of cascading 

467 failure by adding up the risk of each pillar.

468 The risk level of each pillar can be quantified based on their respective normalized 

469 contribution to possible cascading failure. As shown in Fig. 13, the contributions of 118 pillars 

470 for cascading failure were classified using different methods. It is noted that classification 

471 results heavily rely on the choice of upper and lower bounds of statistical data. When the four-

472 level classification (i.e., extreme, high, medium and low) was adopted, the data above 50% 

473 probability (extreme and high) only take up a very small portion of the entire datasets, which 

474 would not reflect the high probability of cascading failure. Taking the average contribution as 

475 the threshold provides more realistic results. In the ideal condition where a stable panel consists 

476 of pillars of similar sizes, each pillar has about the same contribution to the risk of cascading 

477 failure, i.e., the risk is shared equally by every pillar. It is noted that in practical conditions 



478 where the normalized contribution varies for each pillar, the increase of contribution of some 

479 pillars will decrease that of others, as well as increase the risk of cascading failure. As such, the 

480 average value of contribution (1/118 = 0.0085) in this case study was taken as the threshold for 

481 high risk. The classification of risk levels based on normalized contribution is presented in 

482 Table 3.

483 The risk assessment of pillar sections at Clamart mine in the COV = 0.5 and COV = 0.1 

484 scenarios are mapped in Fig. 14. Compared with results in the COV = 0.5 scenario, those in the 

485 COV = 0.1 scenario present strong polarization in extreme and low risks, while possessing a 

486 minority of medium and high risks. It means that the reduction of uncertainties constrains the 

487 stress states of the pillar section, narrowing down the range to identify high-risk pillars. The 

488 risk assessment for some pillars may be slightly conservative since some pillars rated as under 

489 extremely high risk in the COV = 0.5 scenario (Fig. 14(b)) are under low or medium risks in 

490 the COV = 0.1 scenario (Fig. 14(a)), while all pillars under extreme risk in the COV = 0.1 

491 scenario are rated to be of high and extreme risks in the COV = 0.5 scenario. Consequently, the 

492 high-risk pillars can also be recognized utilizing the proposed approach even in the absence of 

493 a certain COV. 

494 Compared with the traditional criterion of evaluating the ultimate strength of a single pillar 

495 without considering the interaction between pillars, i.e. the size distribution and spatial location 

496 of adjacent pillars are neglected, the results of the proposed method are more realistic. As shown 

497 in Fig. 14(b), most of slender pillars are situated under high and extreme risks. It is apparent 

498 that risk levels for different slender pillars having similar sizes vary from medium to extreme, 

499 which depends on the sizes of adjacent pillars. The most failure-prone pillars are those that are 

500 slender and far away from large ones. Besides, some large pillars surrounded by small-size ones 

501 are also in great danger. Almost all pillars extremely prone to failure are located near borders 

502 of the pillar section, where fewer supporting pillars are available to share shed loads in the event 

503 of pillar failure. Compared with other areas, pillars in the southern part have relatively low and 

504 medium risks since most of them have larger sizes and are more uniformly distributed. However, 

505 it should be noted that as risk mapping only reflects the relative risk levels amongst the pillar 

506 section, risk maps do not indicate that pillars in the south part are guaranteed to be safe. For 



507 example, when high-risk pillars take up a large proportion (Fig. 14(b)), the whole pillar section 

508 is prone to cascading failure triggered by those pillars.

509

510 5.5 Risk mapping at West Virginia coal mine - regional collapse

511 The risk mapping could identify the most failure-prone pillars for the massive collapse 

512 accident at the Chamart mine. To further validate the risk mapping method in identifying 

513 locations of high-risk pillars, this section illustrates its application to a regional collapse 

514 accident over a wider panel area at West Virginia coal mine.41 The risk map obtained for the 

515 pillar section is shown in Fig. 15, and the limit of collapsed zone in the large-area panel is 

516 overlapped for comparison. The near-border pillars were removed before risk mapping for their 

517 unexpectedly high tributary areas. The risk mapping results match well with the observed 

518 collapsed area, despite a slightly high estimation of the total area of pillars under medium to 

519 extremely high risk. It can be seen that the risk levels of pillars largely depend on their locations 

520 and sizes. Most slender pillars are under high or extreme risks due to a relatively low ratio of 

521 their effective sizes and corresponding tributary areas. It is also noted that some slender pillars 

522 were estimated to be subjected to medium or low risk levels, which can be explained by the 

523 limited potential consequence, i.e., their low supporting capacity would only result in a small 

524 amount of load being transferred to adjacent pillars.59 It is believed that the large and regularly 

525 spaced pillars surrounding the collapsed area significantly bear transferred load to prevent the 

526 regional collapse from extending over the whole panel. In addition, the residual supporting 

527 capability of failed pillars contributes to hindering the consecutive subsidence of overlying 

528 strata. 

529

530 6 Concluding remarks

531 This paper presents the risk assessment of cascading failure of underground pillar sections 

532 under different conditions of uncertainty based on reliability analysis. A new model was 

533 established to investigate the cascading failure by considering both the stability of each pillar 

534 and the load transfer between pillars. The reliability of pillar sections was assessed by Monte-



535 Carlo simulation (MCS) which treats N pillars as N random variables under different 

536 coefficients of variation (COV) and correlation coefficients (). The risk of failure of each 

537 individual pillar, i.e., the product of the probability that each pillar fails and the associated 

538 consequence, was evaluated to identify the most hazard-prone pillars.

539 Results obtained using the method proposed provided valuable insights into stability 

540 evaluation of pillar sections. It was found that the probability of cascading failure increases 

541 with increasing COV, which verified that geological uncertainties increase the risk of pillar 

542 sections. The impact of COV on probability gradually decreases to negligible levels as  

543 increases to 1, which means that the synchronous variation of pillar strength among a pillar 

544 section can significantly compensate for the impact of COV. In addition, the asynchronous 

545 variation of strength variation induces sharp deterioration of several pillars, which increases 

546 load transfer from weak pillars to others and thus aggravates the vulnerability of pillar sections.

547 The proposed method considering load transfer between pillars provides reliable 

548 estimation of stability of pillar sections. The piecewise LTP method satisfactorily represents 

549 the realistic load transfer between pillars, which was approximated as an almost average 

550 allocation of shedding load within each segmented section when multiple remaining pillars are 

551 considered. The contribution to the risk of cascading failure from each individual pillar is more 

552 reasonably estimated by accounting for the size distribution of adjacent pillars besides the FOS 

553 of a single pillar. In addition, the method proposed is based on stochastic reliability analysis, 

554 and thus is more efficient for risk assessment when compared with field-scale numerical 

555 simulation which is usually computationally expensive.

556 The assumption that the same LTP applies for all pillars may lead to minor evaluation 

557 error for the pillars near the panel border, so more accurate results can be achieved using this 

558 method for pillar sections covering a large area. For the same reason, near-border pillars are 

559 suggested to be removed for a better performance. In addition, further investigations on effects 

560 of complex field conditions (such as various pillar sizes and pillar locations) on the load transfer 

561 proportion are necessary to improve stability evaluation of pillar sections.

562
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704 Figure captions:

705 Fig. 1. Schematic diagrams of the cascading failure progress and load transfer in pillar sections: 

706 (a) Initial stable condition; (b) Failure of a single pillar; (c) Roof bending and fracture 

707 extension; (d) Massive subsidence of overlying strata.

708 Fig. 2. Schematic diagram of a simplified roof-pillar system.

709 Fig. 3. Comparison between different probability density functions of pillar strength ( = 3 

710 MPa, COV = 0.5).

711 Fig. 4. Effects of W/H ratio and extraction ratio on the LTP against transferring distance51 : 

712 (a) LTP against transferring distance for different W/H ratios (extraction ratio = 75%); 

713 (b) LTP against transferring distance for different extraction ratios (W/H = 1.0).

714 Fig. 5. Schematic drawing of the reliability of a double pillar system: (a) both pillars are stable; 

715 (b) the weak pillar fails while the strong one is stable under initial pillar stresses; (b1) 

716 the weak pillar fails while the strong one is stable after load transfer; (b2) both pillars 

717 fail after load transfer; (c) both pillars fail under initial pillar stresses.

718 Fig. 6. Layout of Fetr6 underground mine with specific pillars numbered.18

719 Fig. 7. Layout of underground panel and pillar sections at Clamart chalk mine.

720 Fig. 8. Geometry and meshing of the numerical model of pillar sections used for risk 

721 assessment.

722 Fig. 9. Fitting curves of accumulative LTP against transferring distance: (a) accumulative LTP 

723 against transferring distance for pillars of different sizes; (b) piecewise fitting of 

724 accumulative LTP against transferring distance.

725 Fig. 10. The probability of failure of pillar sections with and without considering the interaction 

726 between pillars.

727 Fig. 11. Statistics of failed pillars (FOS < 1) in each calculation (COV = 0.3).

728 Fig. 12. The probability of cascading failure of pillar sections considering the interaction 

729 between pillars.



730 Fig. 13. Normalized contribution of pillars and the determination of the threshold for high risk.

731 Fig. 14. Risk maps on pillar sections at Clamart mine for different COVs of pillar strength: (a) 

732 (a) COV=0.1; (b) COV=0.5.

733 Fig. 15. Risk map on pillar sections at West Virginia coal mine.41

734
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Table 1. Representative examples of large-area collapse of pillar sections

Site
Mining 
depth/m

Mining 
height/m

Extraction 
ratio

Pillar 
width/m

Collapsed 
area/m2

Wajinwan, China16 38-55 4 74% - 24,000
Wajinwan, China16 84-104 4-4.3 86% - -

Yanya,China16 130 6-6.5 81% - 17,400
Majiliang,China16 55.8-106 6-6.7 83% 5 7,000
Baidong,China16 80 3.7 >70% - 52,000

Wajinwan, China16 60-100 3.5-4.8 74% - 40,000
Xingtai,China21 167-192 8.0-10.0 85% 4-8 53,000

Wanzhuang,China22 50-200 <10 81% 6-8 610,000
Varangevile,France23 160 8 82 6 25,600

Emaswati,Swaziland24 60-75 3 75 6 7,700
Bereznki,Russia25 235-425 5.5 83% 3.8 14,600

Solvay,USA26 450-520 2.85 60-70% 3.7-7.6 2,000,000
Magmont,USA27 - 12 78% 8.5 253,000
Red Oak,USA28 - 3 70% 12-18 82,800
Louisiana,USA13 57-420 - 50-59% 32-49 14,700
TacÓn,Spain29 160-180 5 84% 10 94,600

Merkers,Germany29 750-900 3,200 pillars failed 6,500,000
Teutschenthal,German30 620-770 7,000 pillars failed 2,500,000



Table 2. General parameters of Clamart chalk mine53 

Parameters Value

Mining depth 50 m
Mining height 7 m
Extraction ratio 36-68%
W/H ratio 0.7-2.1
Pillar elastic modulus 1 GPa
Unconfined compressive strength of pillars 2.4 MPa
Bending stiffness of roof 6.9×106 MPa/m
Initial proportion of supporting pillars 46.6%
Critical proportion of supporting pillars 22.7%



Table 3. Proposed classification method of risk levels for stability assessment

Range Risk levels
>0.017 Extreme

0.0085~0.017 High
0.00425~0.0085 Medium

<0.00425 Low
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